Bioelectrochemical signal monitoring of in-vitro cultured cells by means of an automated microsystem based on solid state sensor-array.
In the last decade, fundamental advances in whole cell based sensors and microsystems have established the extracellular acidification rate monitoring of cell cultures as an important indicator of the global cellular metabolism. Innovative approaches adopting advanced integrated sensor array-based microsystems represent an emerging technique with numerous biomedical applications. This paper reports a cell-based microsystem, for multisite monitoring of the physiological state of cell populations. The functional components of the microsystem are an ion sensitive field effect transistor (ISFET) array-based sensor chip and a CMOS integrated circuit for signal conditioning and sensor signal multiplexing. In order to validate the microsystem capabilities for in-vitro toxicity screening applications, preliminary experimental measurements with Cheratinocytes, and CHO cells are presented. Variations in the acidification rate, imputable to the inhibitory effect of the drug on the metabolic cell activity have been monitored and cell viability during long term measurements has been also demonstrated.